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1. 9/18
   Movie – The Black Camel – 1931
   The earliest known surviving Charlie Chan film
   Bela Lugosi & Robert Young
   The only Chan movie to be filmed on location

2. 9/25
   Movie – Charlie Chan in Paris – 1935
   The first appearance of Number One Son – Keye Luke as Lee Chan

3. 10/2
   Movie – Charlie Chan’s Secret - 1936
   First 20th Century Fox production

4. 10/9
   Movie – Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo - 1937
   Werner Oland’s last appearance as Charlie Chan

5. 10/16
   Movie – Charlie Chan in Honolulu – 1938
   New Charlie Chan – Sidney Toler
   New Son #2 – Sen Yung as Jimmy Chan
   Debuted just barely in 1938, on Dec 30th.

6. 10/23
   Movie – Charlie Chan at Treasure Island – 1939
   Cesear Romero
   Film debut of Gerald Mohr (big radio star)

7. 10/30
   Movie – Charlie Chan in Panama - 1940
8. 11/6
   Movie - Castle in the Desert – 1942
   The end of the 20th Century/Fox run

9. 11/13
   Movie – Dark Alibi - 1946

10. 11/20
    Movie – The Chinese Ring – 1947
    The first Chan with Roland Winters as Charlie
    Many adjustments here.